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Across
1. *Where you'll see the 
vineyards of Portugal
6. What you get at every port
10. What you shouldn't have 
to do with your jewelery 
after the trip
14. What the nose of rich 6 
down should be
15. What you might need 
after a sunny excursion
16. Mine, to Pierre
17. What you don't want the 
river to do, while on board
18. Richard's heart was one
19. A young lady
20. "Did you see that?" she 
said on the deck of the 
Alaskan cruise
23. *Where you'll get to hear 
Mozart
25. What every ship has on 
the lower deck: abbr.
26. You'll see a lovely one in 
most every church along the 
46 down
30. What you might need to 
start when you get home
31. Hasn't settled the on 
board charges
32. The Captain instructed 
the helmsman to set course 
this way
35. Le plus grand continent
36. One of the three Viking 
Cruise types and a hint to the 
starred clues
38. We hope the chef m____ 
no mist____ with the 
cupc____!
39. Mont Blanc is one, so is 
Montemuro : abbr.
40. Notre Dame is on one in 
the Seine
41. You'll give good ones to 
your new friends
42. *Where you can channel 
your inner Huck Finn 
(starting in 2022)
46. On a dark night, you 
could see it in the Lyre in the 
sky
49. Actor Nick and his 
family
50. Where the chef pours all 
that EVOO
54. August born?
55. 50 across, to Chef 
Massimo

56. *Where you'll see the 
Marksburg Castle
60. Welsh destination for 
skinny train enthusiasts: 
abbr.
61. A cheap way to fill in 
words in a crossword puzzle: 
abbr.
62. What many people do 
with their 6 across
63. The Captain likes to 
dock with this
64. Needed after a full day 
of excursions
65. *One not served by 
Viking!  At least not yet...

Down
1. Someone you'd rather not 
see on your cruise
2. Something you'd rather 
not have to use on your 
cruise
3. A Hawaiian guest might 
entertain you with it: abbr.
4. What the audio system 
does throughout the ship
5. A lovely way to say you're 
going cruising
6. Something the sommelier 
might recommend for you
7. With "Alita" how many 
guests begin and end their 
trips
8. An amenity found on 
Ocean ships, but not River 
ships

9. Do ____ a post card to 
your friends back home
10. Many Roman areas were 
this
11. Your friend from 
Barcelona?
12. You can tour this with 
Viking too
13. *Where you can't miss 
the Pyramids
21. What you'll want to work 
on, when you get home
22. Sea versions of what 
they saw in 20 across
23. Where you'll never find a 
Viking review
24. If you had room service, 
for example
26. At the end of 13 down 
you'll run into one called 
Aswan
27. The solo Viking traveler, 
he _____ around the world
28. Fluffy thing on a farm
29. When the poet would 
want to be on a cruise
32. One way to keep in 
touch with the folks back 
home
33. 7 or more of these is a 
warning on board
34. They, in Palermo
36. What you get if you type 
too many comments: abbr.
37. They, in Paris
38. What your wallet might 
be when you return home

40. "_______ your 
disposal," said the cabin 
attendant
43. The safest place to get on 
and off the ship
44. The locks you'll sail 
through if you take the Great 
Lakes cruise one day
45. What you hope your 
dinner companion doesn't do 
with the soup
46. "Where you'll see onion 
domes
47. They are lovely in 
paintings, but I prefer 
modern carafes
48. You can pick up one for 
your garden at many ports
50. You'll definitely meet 
one if you stop in Skagen
51. You could get covered in 
one on a Tromso excursion
52. *Where you'll visit the 
World's Oldest Christmas 
Market
53. They often share a cabin
57. A wonderful chef, but 
she'll need to wear shoes to 
work in the galley
58. Something you definitely 
won't step on on a Viking 
cruise
59. Little town due east of 
Amsterdam


